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SHOTGUN 12GA BERETTA 692 SPORTER 30IN, The futuristic Beretta 692

competition over-under shotgun falls right in between our vault-like DT10 and

the trimmer 680 series. At its core is a 1.6â€�-wide receiver designed to give

superior balance and stability as well as intuitive shouldering and fast target

acquisition by placing more weight between the hands. Also, the action is

engineered to withstand the rigors of tens of thousands of rounds of serious

training and competition, with its two huge locking lugs and replaceable barrel

shoulders. And giving you adjustable trigger, adjustable ejection-extraction,

adjustable balance and (optional) adjustable comb, the 692 can truly become an

extension of your body.

Seller Info

Name: Lindi Ndlela

First Name: Lindi

Last Name: Ndlela

Country: South Africa

ZIP code: 2191

Address: Peltier drive

Phone: +27 (112) 398-800

Listing details

Title: SHOTGUN 12GA BERETTA 692 SPORTER 30IN

Price: R 50,900.00
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Make: 12GA BERETTA 692 SPORTER 30IN

Calibre: Used Twice

Condition: Brand New

Description: The futuristic Beretta 692 competition over-under

shotgun falls right in between our vault-like DT10

and the trimmer 680 series. At its core is a

1.6â€�-wide receiver designed to give superior

balance and stability as well as intuitive shouldering

and fast target acquisition by placing more weight

between the hands. Also, the action is engineered to

withstand the rigors of tens of thousands of rounds

of serious training and competition, with its two

huge locking lugs and replaceable barrel shoulders.

And giving you adjustable trigger, adjustable

ejection-extraction, adjustable balance and (optional)

adjustable comb, the 692 can truly become an

extension of your body.

Business or Customer

Name:

Lindi

Email: lindin@sailchrome.com

Address: Sunninghill

Country: South Africa

State/Region/Province:Gauteng

City: Sunninghill
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Reference Number: GUA812947
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